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The notion of a program schema has been introduced in [7] and dealt with in all 
the references except [6] and [9]. A program schema is a program (written in a very 
simple language) which is allowed to run on arbitrary structures of a given similarity 
type. It describes a procedure. Roughly speaking, a procedure 5P is an operator 
associating with each structure 9.I in its domain a function ~(9.1) from the universe 
of 9~ into itself. As the output of ~9~ depends olely on the properties of the input, 
a procedure is preserved by isomorphisms. 
One of the goals of the field of program schemata is to study their power of ex- 
pression independently of any specific properties of the structures on which they are 
run. Consequently, no restrictive assumptions are made on the relations belonging to 
these structures (except, of course, for the number of arguments which is supposed 
to be given). In particular, we should not allow the assumption that one of the binary 
relations is the equality relation. Thus, our language does not contain a symbol for the 
equality relation. Procedures described in this way are preserved by homomorphisms 
rather than just isomorphisms and we call them proper procedures (the name 
"Herbrand procedures" is used in [2]). The notions of procedure and proper procedure 
are defined in Section 1. 
It has been pointed out in various ways (see especially [5 and i0]) that there are 
procedures which are obviously "effectively computable" but cannot be described 
by program schemata. Program schemata have been augmented in various ways by 
allowing the use of devices such as pushdown stores or of recursive definitions, etc. 
Various classes of programs have been thus defined and their relative strength studied 
(see all the references except [6, 7 and 9]). A natural problem which arose was to find 
a mathematical definition which would capture the intuitive notion of "effective 
procedure" and then to find classes of programs which are "universal" in the sense 
that they are able to describe any effective procedure. One suggestion for such a 
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definition is made in [11] and various equivalent "universal" classes are pointed out 
there as well as in [1, 3, 5 and 8]. In Section 3, we propose a definition for the notion of 
effective proper procedure which seems to us an almost imperative outcome of Church's 
thesis. This also suggests a definition for the notion of general (i.e., not necessarily 
proper) effective procedure. We use this to infer, in Section 4, the known result (see 
the references above) that program schemata ugmented with pushdown stores are 
universal. The main results are in Section 5. We prove there that program schemata 
augmented with one counter and one data pushdown store are weaker than program 
schemata with two data pushdown stores. We leave open the question whether the 
latter are universal but we show that program schemata ugmented with either two 
counters and a data pushdown store or, even, with one control and one data pushdown 
stores, are universal. We also point out that if we allow equality tests, then program 
schemata with one counter and one data pushdown store are universal with respect 
to (general) effective procedures but one data pushdown store alone is not enough for 
the same purpose. 
In Section 6, we introduce a new notion of evaluation pushdown store and briefly 
discuss it. 
Only recently (after having completed this work), have we learned of the papers [1] 
and [3] which are related to this one. In [3] the authors prove among other things that 
programs with two data pushdown stores and one "special marker" are universal, and 
in [1] they show that three data pushdown stores are enough for universality but one 
data pushdown store is not, and leave, as we did, the question of two data pushdown 
stores open. The idea of "crucial" procedures from Section 5 is present in [3] and is 
then made explicit in [1]. 
The author would like to take this opportunity to thank Professor E. K. Blum for 
initiating him in the subject and for many valuable discussions. 
]. PROCEDURES 
We are going to define a general notion of (n-ary) procedure over certain classes of 
structures. 
Let Q ~ ( f l , f2  ..... fk ;P1 .... , P~} be a finite set of operation symbols fs and 
predicate symbols P j .  Each function symbol fi has its number of arguments ms, 
ms >~ 0 (if m, ~ 0, then f~ is the name of a 0-ary function, i.e., a constant) and each 
predicate symbol has its number of arguments r e , r i > 0. 
An Q-structure ~ is a (k + l + 1)-tuple 9~ ---- (A;fl~,...,fk~; Pl~t,..., Pt ~) where 
A is a set called the domain of 9~, fi ~ are functions f~)r: A m, --~ A (if mi = 0, then 
fi ~ is just a fixed element of A) and Pj~ are relations P~e C A r, . Let Me be the class 
of all Q-structures. 
Let 9.1, ~ e Me be structures with domains A and B. By a homomorphism go: 9.I--+ ~3, 
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we shall mean a function q~: A --+ B which is a homomorphism in the algebraic sense 
(i.e., preserves the functions) and preserves the relations in the sense that Pj~(a x ..... a~.) 
is true iff Pj~(q~al ,..., opal) is true. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An n-ary procedure 5r over Ma is an operator associating with 
each 9.I E Mn an n-ary partial function 5z(~[): An--->A s.t. ',whenever 9.I, ~ ~ Ma 
and ~o: ~- -~ ~ is an isomorphism from ~ into ~B then ~o~9~ ,..., an) "~ 
~9~ .... , ~oan) (~ '  means that both sides are either undefined or defined and 
equal). If  the same condition is fulfilled for all homomorphisms % then 5z is called 
a proper procedure. 
A very important notion for us is that of a free n-generated algebra o~ n = 
(F,~ ", Jl*"~-",..-, j~'~--\/ (this is not an /2-structure). To define Fn , add n letters, called 
variables, to the function symbols of/2 and get an alphabet 27, = {fl ..... fk ,  xl ..... Xn}. 
Fn is defined as the smallest subset of 27n* satisfying: (1) x 1 ..... x~ ~F,  ; and (2) if 
tl .... , tm ~F, ,  then fd l  ""fro ~F ,  . f f ,  is defined naturally by f~ , ( t  I ,..., t , , )=  
fit l  "'" tm.  Any enrichment of o~ to an /2-structure I = (o~'n;Pll,... , p l) = 
(F~ ; f~ , . . . , f~" ;  p I ..... p I) ~ Ma is called a free interpretation for /2 (see [7]). 
Notice that while there is, up to isomorphism, only one n-generated free algebra for a 
particular/2, there are many n-generated free interpretations. 
2. SCHEMATA AS MEANS FOR DESCRIBING PROPER PROCEDURES 
With each/2, we associate several programming languages. 
(1) L(/2), the Language for Program Schemata 
This is the simplest language associated with /2. L(/2) has the symbols of /2, 
as well as a sequence Vl, v~ ,..., of location symbols, and an assignment symbol 
: = .  We also use in L(/2) natural numbers to label instructions. The instructions are 
of the following types, where u, u~ ,..., are arbitrary location symbols: 
k. u: = f~u 1 "'" u,,,, (or u: = Ul) then go to l; 
h. if P~u l ' ' ' u , j  then go to l else go tom;  
h. HALT .  
In each of these examples, k is the label of the instruction while l and m are 
address labels. A program schema S of L(/2) is a finite list of instructions 
labeled by different labels s.t. each address label in an instruction of S is the label 
of some instruction of S. One of the instructions is declared as the starting one. 
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Some of the location symbols of S, say v 1 ,..., v~, are declared as input locations and 
one location, say v~, is declared as output location. Once this is done, S associates, in 
a natural way, a partial function S(~) :  A '~ -*  A with each 9.I ~ M a . It is easily seen 
that S defines in fact a proper procedure. 
(2) Lc(-Q ), the Language of  Schemata Augmented with 
Control Pushdown (cpd) Stores 
This language has an underlying pushdown alphabet F = {Yl ,..., ~} (and thus, 
there are many languages Lc(~2), one corresponding to each F).  Lc(~ ) has, in addition 
to the symbols of L(~), a sequence of cpd store symbols c I , c 2 ..... function symbols 
i 1 ..... is,  d and predicate symbols T 1 ,..., Ts 9 The meaning of these is as follows: 
c 1 , c 2 ,..., are thought to store sequences (a  1 ,..., ah) ~ T'* (F* is the set of finite 
sequences of elements from F);  iq represents a function defined by iq((a 1 .... , an) ) -~ 
(~1 .... ah, 7q), 1 ~ q ~ s; d is defined by d( ( r  1 ,..., an) ) = (a  1 ,..., o'h_l) if h ~> 1 
and d ( ( ) )  = ( 5; To((a~ ,..., ~) )  is true iff a h ~- 7~, 1 ~ q <~ s. Lc (~)  has the 
following additional types of instructions. 
k. c: -~ igc then go to l. 
k. c: ~ dc then go to L 
k. if T~c then to to l else go to m. 
Obviously,  each program in Lc(~ ) describes a proper procedure. 
In the particular case that F consists of only one letter, the cpd stores are also called 
counters. 
(3) Lp(g2), the Language of  Schemata Augmented by data 
Pushdown Stores 
This extension of L(g2) has a sequence sx, s 2 .... , of data pushdown (dpd) store 
symbols, function symbols h, t, i and a predicate symbol E. 
When a schema of Le(O) runs on 9.1, then the dpd stores are thought as containing 
sequences (x I ,..., xh) ~ A*; the symbols h, t, i, E are interpreted by the functions and 
relations described as follows, h A : A* --~ A is defined by hA((x 1 ,..., xn)) = xh.  I f  
h >/ 1 and hA( ( ) )  undefined; tA :A* -+A*  is defined by tA((xl , . . . ,  xh))---- 
(X 1 ,..., Xh_l) if h ~ 1, tA ( ( ) )  : ( ) ;  i A : A*  • A - -~ A*  is defined by 
iA( (x  1 ,..., x~), x) = (x l  .... , x~, x )  ; EA( (x l  .... , xh) ) is true iffh ---- 0, i.e., the sequence 
is empty. Lp(~2) has the following additional types of instructions where s is any dpd 
store symbol and u is any location symbol: 
5711:to1I-4 
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k. s: = isu then go to l 
k. s: = ts then go to l  
k. u: = hs then go to l 
k. if Es go to lelse go to m. 
Each Le(~2) program schema describes a proper procedure. 
One can combine the two previous languages and get: 
(4) Lcp(g2), the Language of Schemata Augmented 
with cpd Stores and dpd Stores 
An additional way to describe proper procedures is by means of the so-called 
recursion schemata. See [5] or [10] for a description of these. 
Remark concerning description of general procedures. I f  we also allow equality tests, 
i.e., instructions of the form 
k. if uz = us then go to l else go to m 
where uz, uz are location symbols then we get richer languages denoted L=(O), 
Lc=(g2), etc. Program schemata in these languages describe procedures not necessarily 
proper. 
3. EFFECTIVE PROPER PROCEDURES 
Our next task is to find a reasonable definition of "effective proper procedure." 
This has been done in [11] but here we adopt another approach. The idea is to link 
the notion of a proper procedure to that of a functional over a free algebra. As it is 
generally agreed that effective functionals hould be identified with recursive function- 
als, this will enable us to define effective proper procedures. 
We have in mind functionals of the form 
F :  Fn  n x x .-- x 
(~(X)  denotes the power set of X). Thus, F has n + I arguments, the first n represent- 
ing elements of F~ and the last l representing relations over F ,  with arities r z ,..., r~. 
Every n-ary proper procedure ~9 ~ defines in a natural way such a functional Fsa 
over Fn.  Fsp is essentially the restriction of S ~ to the n-generated free inter- 
pretations. Formally, if ai ~Fn,  1 ~ i ~ n, % ~ ~(F~0, 1 ~ j ~ l, then 
Fsp(a z ,..., an ,~z, ' " ,  ~l) =~ga(I)(az ..... an), 
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where 
I = (~ ; ~'1 ,..., ~rt) = (F ,  ;fff",..., f~- ;  rr 1 ,..., ~r~). 
Conversely, given a functionaIF as above, it defines in a natural way a proper procedure 
5o~. 
Description of  5 :  e . Let 9.I be an 32-strueture and ~ = (ax ,..., an) ~ A n. To define 
5:e(~l)(al ,..., an), let cpa:F  n ~ A be the unique (algebraic) homomorphism of o~ n
into ~[ satisfying cpa(x~) = a , ,  1 ~ i <~ n (remember that x 1 .... , xn are the generators 
of ~'~). Next define 7rj a CF~ by %a(t I ,..., tr, ) iff P~I(goat x ,..., cpat%). Then take 
5or(9.I)(al .... , a , )  = epF(x 1 ,..., x ,  , 7qa,..., rr~a). 
The following are easily seen: 5:v is a proper procedure; and, for every proper 
procedure 5O, 5:  ~ 5ovy but, in general, Fse F @ F. Thus, for a given proper procedure 
5O, the reare many F's  such that 50 = 5or, and F~ is one of them (it is the only one 
which is "proper" in an obvious ense). (The reader may wish to consider the following 
simple example. Let 32 = {f; P} where f and P are both unary, and let 
F: F 1 • #(F1) --+ F 1 be defined by 
One can easily see that 
and so, 
F(x )  = ~ xl  if P(x) ,  
I f (x1)  otherwise. 
ta if P(a), 
5op(~l)(a) = I f (a )  otherwise, 
tx if P(x), 
FS"F(X) = ~ f (x )  otherwise). 
We feel that if one admits the indentification of effective functionals with the 
recursive ones, then he should also admit the following. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An n-ary proper procedure 5~ is effective iff 5:  = 5or for some 
recursive functional F. 
It is easily seen that a proper procedure defined by a schema in any of the languages 
described in Section 2 is effective. 
Remark  Concerning General Effective Procedures. The following is a reasonable 
definition of an effective procedure. Let 32' -- 32 w {E} = {fl,..., fk ; P1 ..... P~, E} 
where E is binary. The structures of ~Is~ can be identified with those structures of 
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Mo. for which E is the equality relation. In this sense, Mr  C Mr ' .  A procedure 5e 
over Mr  is effective iff 5 p is the restriction of an effective Herbrand procedure 2T' 
over Mr ' .  
4. Lce(~2): A "UNIVERSAL" PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
As remarked in the introduction, the following result is known (see e.g. [3, 5, 11 ]; 
compare our proof to that of (10.8) in [3]). 
THEOREM 4.1. Every effective proper procedure over Ma can be described by a 
program schema in Lce(O ). 
Proof. The elements of Fn are words over a finite alphabet Xn and can, therefore, 
be stored in cpd stores. It is a result of Shepherdson and Sturgis [4] that any recursive 
function over F,~ can be described by a program involving cpd stores only. A recursive 
functional over Fn can be described by a program involving, in addition to cpd stores, 
also "oracle instructions." These are instructions of the form 
k. if rrjcq'--ci~, then go to l else go to m 
where the answer to the question whether % is true for the given arguments must be 
delivered by an outer "oracle." 
Given a recursive functional F described by such a program P, we shall show how to 
substitute pieces of Lcp(g? ) program schemata for the oracle instructions in order to 
get a program schema S' computing, when run on 9.1 with input ~, F(x I ,..., Xn, 
rrla,..., 7ha). Then we shall add to S' a piece of program schema getting S, a schema 
which computes cpaF(x j ,..., xn, ~rla,..., zq a) = 5z(gA)(as ,..., an). Assume, for simpli- 
city, that r I = 1 and P has an oracle instruction: k. if zrlc then go to l else to to m. 
Remember that c stores a term belonging to Fn 9 To decide whether rla(c) is true, 
we must first evaluate q~ac and then ask whether Pl(epac) is true or not. Evaluating q~ac 
means in fact evaluating the formal expression c under the assignment of al ,..., an to 
xt ,..., Xn 9 Assume that the input values al ,..., an are stored in the locations v1 ,..., v~ 
and let u be an additional location symbol. We need a piece of program which having c, 
vl ,..., vn as its input and u as its output will evaluate the formal expression c under the 
assignment of the contents of v x ,..., vn for Xl ,..., xn 9 Such a piece of program S O can 
be written using one dpd store s. For a formal description of S O , it is convenient to 
assume that the top of c is the last letter of the formal expression stored in it, e.g., 
when we say that the expression flXxXl e Fn is stored in c we mean that c stores 
( f l ,  x l ,  xl). With this convention, S O can be described informally as follows: if the 
current content of the top of c is xi ,  then store the content of v~ on the top of s; if 
the top of c i s f i ,  then remove the top m s cells of s, applyfi to the m i values which were 
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stored in those cells, and store the result on the top of s; next, remove the top of c; 
if c is now empty, then remove the top of s, store it in u, and return to the main pro- 
gram; if c is not empty, repeat he whole process. 
We can now substitute for the oracle instruction k the following. 
k. run S o and then, if Plu go to l else go to m. 
I f  we do this with all the oracle instructions, we get the program S'. The output of S '  
will be a formal expression representing a term of P~.  Adding to S'  a piece of program 
schema evaluating the value of its output under the assignment o fa  1 ,..., an to x 1 ,..., xn, 
we get the program schema S. Q.E.D. 
Remark Concerning the Description of General Effective Procedures. It is easily seen 
that every effective procedure over M~ can be described by anLce(O ) program schema. 
5. Lce(g2): A CLOSER LOOK 
It is easily seen that when expressing a proper procedure by a schema in Lce(O )
one never needs to evaluate more than one expression at a time. Therefore, it is enough 
to consider programs in Lce(g2) having only one dpd store. Further, any number of 
control pushdown stores can be simulated by two counters (this is a theorem of 
Minsky; see [3] for a proof). We can conclude that program schemata ugmented 
with two counters and one dpd store are strong enough to express any effective proper 
procedure. We can go even further and notice that any n-ary effective proper procedure 
can be described by a program schema augmented by two counters and one dpd 
store and using, in addition, not more than n + m + r - -  1 locations, where m is the 
maximal number of arguments of any of the functionsfi and r is the maximal number 
of arguments of any of the relations P j .  
From what has been said, it obviously follows, that program schemata with three 
dpd stores are strong enough. The following question appears to be natural. 
QUESTION 5.1. Are program schemata ugmented with two data pushdown stores 
strong enough for expressing any effective proper procedure ? 
We have not been able to answer this question. All we could achieve is the following. 
Given an Q = {fl .... , f ,  ; P1 ,..., P,}, there exists, for each n, an n-ary effective proper 
procedure ~9~,, over Ma which is "crucial" in the following sense: if 5~ can be described 
by a program schema with two dpd stores, then every n-ary effective proper procedure 
can be described by such a schema (Sg n is called "Husearch" in [1]). 
For simplicity, we shall define ~9~ for the case Q has just one predicate symbol P, 
and P is unary. 
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For 9.I e Ma and a 1 ,..., a,~ E A, we have 
f 
5a.(9.l)(al ..... as) : l al 
undefined 
if there are elements x, y ~ A 
generated from a I ,..., a s by 
means of iterated applications 
off1 ,.-., fk s.t. -1 (P'~(x) +-+ Pe(y)), 
otherwise. 
Proof of the "Cruciality" of <90, . Assume that Sz can be described by a program 
schema S involving only two dpd stores. Let S run on any structure ~ E M~ for which 
P is always false. S will have to run forever, and it is easily seen that every element of A 
generated from the input sequence a~ ,..., a~ will have to be stored in some location at 
some stage of this infinite computation. As the test instructions are irrelevant, S
easily yields a program S' in L~((f 1 ..... fk}) s.t. S' will run forever on any structure 
9A ~ M~ and will temporarily store in its locations every element of A which can be 
generated from the input sequence (ax ,..., as). Having this S', we can describe any 
effective proper procedure SP. The description is accomplished in two steps. 
In the first step, we either come up with the right answer (which may be an output 
or a nonhalting computation) or find two elements x,y which are distinguishable in the 
sense that, say, P(x) is true and P(y) is false. With the exception of two possible situa- 
tions, this can always be done by using S'. The excepted situations are those in which 
5P(gA)(al ..... a~) is defined and P(x) is either true for all elements x ~ z/ generated 
from a 1 ,..., as or false for all such elements. But these situations can be easily taken 
care of (without using S') since the sequence of terms whose values are examined in 
the computation of Sz(9.l)(a 1,..., as) is finite and independent of 9A and al .... , as 9 
If the first step did not produce the right answer but provided us with two 
distinguishable elements x and y, then we go on to the second step. To understand 
this step one must know something about the proof of Minsky's theorem concerning 
the simulation of a given number of cpd stores by two counters. It turns out that the 
configuration of the given cpd stores is currently encoded in one natural number, and 
this is stored in one counter, while the second is empty. Whenever we want to change 
the configuration or ask for one of the top letters, we perform a sequence of operations 
involving both counters. At the end of this sequence of operations, the second counter 
is empty again. 
Having this in mind we use x and y and simulate two counters c 1 , c a and one dpd 
store s by two dpd stores s 1 , s 2 . We use s a to simulate Q in an obvious way and s2 to 
simulate s directly. 
As to ca, this counter is empty most "of the time." Whenever we need to use c 2 
"temporarily," we put y on top of s 2 , thus creating a "phony bottom," and then use 
s 2 to simulate c a by adding to its top x whenever c a is to be increased and removing the 
top whenever c 2 is to be decreased. Because of the distinguishability of x and y, we can 
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discover when the phony bottom y is hit. Once we finish the current sequence of 
operations involving c 2 , we remove the phony bottom from s 2 and we again have our 
dpd store at hand. 
While unable to anwser Question 5.1, we could obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 5.2. Program schemata ugmented with one counter and one dpd store 
are not strong enough for representing every effective proper procedure. Moreover, program 
schemata ugmented with one counter and one dpd store are less strong than program 
schemata ugmented with two dpd stores. 
Proof. We prove the first assertion of the theorem by showing that no program 
schema with one counter and one dpd store describes the "crucial" unary procedure 
~1 for ~ = {f; P), where f is a binary function and P is a unary predicate. Assume, 
for proof by contradiction, that 5;01 is representable by a schema of the kind mentioned. 
Then, as we have seen, there exists a program schema S written in Lcp({f} ) involving 
one counter c and one dpd store s such that S, when run on the free algebra ~ = 
(F  1 ; f~ l )  with input x x , will never stop and every element o fF  1 will occur in a location 
sometime during the computation. 
Notice first, that no program schema in L({f}), or even in Lc({f))  , could do the same 
job. This is so because, for each k, there are elements o f f  1 whose computation requires 
more than k locations for storing partial results (see the proof of Theor. 1 in [5]). 
Let S run on ~.  Denote the lengths of c and s by lh c and lh s. These two numbers 
vary during the computation, and we are going to prove the following claims: 
(a) lh c + lh s tends to infinity, i.e., for each N there is a stage in the computation 
beyond which we always have lh c + lh s > N; 
(b) both c and s become empty infinitely many times; and 
(c) if m is the number of instructions of S, then there is a stage of the computa- 
tion after which, if one of c or s becomes empty m + 1 times, then the other 
must have become empty at least once in the meantime. 
Proof of(a). Let the m instructions of S be labeled 1 ..... m. Each stage of the 
computation can be characterized by the triple <i, lh c, lh s) where i is the label of the 
instruction to be executed next. I f  lh c + lh s does not go to infinity then one of these 
triples must be repeated uring the computation. It is easily seen that, in this case, the 
infinite sequence of the triples attached to the consecutive stages of the computation 
becomes periodic. It follows that there is a bound K for all the possible values of lh c 
and lh s. But this means that we can simulate S by a program schema in L({f}). 
Contradiction. 
Proof of (b). Assume that after a certain stage of the computation either c nor s 
will ever become empty. Then the sequence of instructions to be executed after this 
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stage becomes periodic. The execution of a single loop of this periodic sequence of 
instructions will increase the lengths of c and s from lh c, lh s to lh c -k P, lh s -k q, P 
and q fixed. None of p, q can be negative because this would imply that c or s would 
become mpty once more. During the loop, c and s may temporarily decrease attaining 
minimal lengths of lh c-p' and lh s-q', p' and q' fixed. It is easily seen that none of the 
cells of c or s below these minimal lengths will ever be revisited. This implies that c 
and s could be simulated by finite control and by a fixed number of locations, respecti- 
vely, and so S could be simulated by a program schema in L({f}). Contradiction. This 
argument shows that at least one of c and s must become mpty infinitely many times. 
The full content of claim (b) follows now from claim (c). 
Proof of (c). Choose a number of N s.t. N > m. After a certain stage of the 
computation, we shall always have lh c q- lh s > N. Assume that, after that stage, c 
becomes empty m -k 1 times, while s does not become mpty even once. It can be seen, 
by an argument very much like the one used for proving (b), that lh c cannot exceed m 
during this period of the computation and, therefore, lh s must be greater than N-m 
during the same period. As the number of instances of emptiness of c is bigger than 
the number of instructions, we conclude that the sequence of pairs (i, lh c) attached 
to the consecutive moments of the computation becomes periodical. Therefore, lh c 
is bounded, while lh s is increasing in the manner described in the proof of claim (b). 
Then both c and s can be simulated, and so S can be simulated by a program schema 
in L({f}). Contradiction. The same argument is valid when the roles of c and s are 
interchanged. 
Call a stage of computation a "starting stage" if (1) after that stage we always have 
lh c q- lh s > m + 1, (2) s is empty at that stage, and (3) s will not become mpty again 
at a later state unless c had become mpty in the meantime. Call the piece of computa- 
tion between two consecutive starting stages a cycle. Evidently, a cycle is perfectly 
determined by (i) the instruction to be executed next after the starting stage, (ii) the 
content of the locations at the starting stage, and (iii) the length of c at the starting stage. 
We now come to the heart of the proof as we are going to show, in a rather sketchy 
way, that each cycle can be simulated by a piece of program inLc({f}). As (ii) and (iii) 
are currently recorded, this piece of program will depend on (i) alone; so we shall have 
finitely many pieces of programs which, put together, should simulate S by a program 
schema in Lc({f}) , a contradiction. 
A cycle is composed of four parts. 
First, an "ascending part" from the beginning of the cycle until the first time c 
becomes empty. During this part, s grows in the way described in the proof of claim (b). 
Second, there is a "top part" from the end of the first part until c becomes empty 
for the last time during the cycle. In this part, c becomes empty at most m times and 
never exceeds m in length. During this part, only a fixed number of cells at the top 
of s may be affected. 
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Third, the "descending part" from the end of the second part until s becomes empty 
for the first time. During this part, the sequence of instructions performed is periodic 
and the execution of each loop decreases s from lh s to lh s-p, p fixed and positive. 
Each such loop involves the call of several cells of s which were untouched since the 
ascending part. 
Fourth, the "bottom part" from the end of the third one until the end of the cycle. 
In this part, s becomes empty at most m times and its length never exceeds m. 
The number of steps in the top and in the bottom part does not depend on lh c or lh s. 
These parts are easily simulated by pieces of programs of Lc({f}). 
The number of steps of the ascending and descending parts does depend on lh c 
and lh s. The ascending part can be easily simulated as mentioned in the proof of claim 
(b). This simulation permits us to know, at each moment, the content of a fixed 
number of cells at the top of s. The descending part is the most difficult to simulate 
because the untouched (since the ascending part) cells called for during each loop are 
not currently stored. To overcome this, we add a counter ecording the length of the 
part of s which is untouched since the ascending part (of course, this counter begins 
its action during the ascending part). Whenever the top of the untouched part is called 
for, we resimulate the beginning of the ascending part until we recapture the desired 
top. This requires, of course, the use of a few more locations and counters but no dpd 
stores. 
This ends the proof of the first assertion of the theorem. 
Let's remark that we have actually proved a slightly stronger esult, namely, let 
r0, ~'1 ,..., be a recursive sequence of terms of L({f}) involving only one variable x1 . If, 
for every k there is an n such that the computation of r ,  
requires at least k locations for storing partial results (1) 
then, the procedure o~ defined by 
l a if for some n, 
&~(9/)(a) = -7 (P~('r~(a)) ~ BY(a)). (2) 
undefined otherwise 
cannot be described by a program schema ugmented with one counter and one dpd 
store. 
Thus, to prove the second assertion of the theorem, it is sufficient o exhibit a 
sequence of terms {r,~}o<n<o~ satisfying (1) and such that the corresponding ~ defined 
by (2) is describable by a program schema ugmented wkh two dpd stores. To this end, 
define 
70 =' r  1 =Xl ,  
and 
~'~+l = f ( ""  ( f ( f ( r=,  ~'~-1), ~'n-2),-.., ~'o)" 
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It is obvious that the procedure 5" defined from these by (2) is describable by a 
program with two dpd stores. All we have to show is that the sequence {r,}0<,< | does 
indeed satisfy (1). 
A few definitions are now in order. 
We define the subterms of a term r by induction on r: if r is xl then r is its own sole 
subterm; if r is f r ' r "  then the subterms of r are r itself and, also, all the subterms of 
r '  or r".  Let "r '  ~< r" mean that r' is a subterm of r and let "~-' < r" mean that 
~-' ~< r and ~-' r r. Notice that, although ~< is a partial ordering, the subterms of any 
of our terms rn  are linearly ordered by ~<. 
Introduce a new term A (the "empty term") obeying the rules: f rA  = fAr  ~- 
and A < r for any term r. For each n, define a map q~ from the terms into the terms 
as follows: if r,, is not a subterm of ~-, then cpn(r) = A; if r,, is a subterm of r, then 
~p~(r) = x 1 if ~ : r n and q~(z) = fg~(r ' )  9~(r") if r :/: r,~ and r : f r ' r " .  An easy 
induction shows that ~0~(r,~)  A, if m < n and 9~(*~+~)  r~. 
A computation using k locations may be visualized as follows: we have k cells used 
for storing values of terms. The computation takes place in successive stages. At the 
initial stage 0, all the cells are empty. Given a stage t, the next stage t + ] is obtained 
by modifying the content of one single cell either by storing in it the value of x 1 or by 
storing in it the value ofa te rmfr '~-" ,  where r'  and ," are terms whose values were stored 
at the stage t. A computation of the value of r ends at the stage at which the value of 
this term is for the first time stored in one of the cells. Notice that if r '  ~ % then any 
computation of the value of ~- must store, at some stage, the value of ~-'. 
Given a computation, we can "apply" on it the map 9~ 9 We mean by this that at 
each stage we substitute the content of each cell by its image under 9n (i.e., if the cell 
stores the value of a term r, we store instead the value of qon(T); a cell storing the value 
of A is thought to be empty). It is easily seen that the application of~o, on a computation 
of the value of ~- yields a computation of the value of gon(r ).
After all these preliminaries we can go into the proof of the fact that the sequence 
{r~)0~<n<~o satisfies the condition (1). Assume that this is not the case. Then for some k, 
every ~-n can be computed using not more than k locations. If we consider the least k 
with this property, then we get some term r~ which cannot be computed using less 
than k locations. Pick an m > h l  and consider a computation of the value of r,~+ 1
using k locations. As rm <~ r,~+l, there is a first stage t in this computation satisfying: 
(i) the value of rm is stored in some cell at stage t; and (ii) at any later stage, some cell 
stores the value of a term T such that r~ ~ r. So, from stage t on, only k -- 1 cells will 
be available for storing values of terms not containing r m . Because of the fact that m is 
so large, there exists an n (e.g., one of the form n ~ i l  with i < k) such that n + 1 < m 
and, at stage t, no cell stores the value of a term r for which rn < r ~ *n+~ 9 It is 
easy to see that the value of rn+ ~ will have to be stored in some cell at a later stage 
t + s, s > 0. Let's watch the computation between the stages t and t + s and ignore, 
at any stage, the cells storing values of terms r s.t. rn+ r < r. This will leave us with no 
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more than k - -  1 cells to worry about. By applying ~,~ on these, we will get a computa- 
tion of %(r~+z) = rz using not more than k - -  1 cells, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Remark Concerning General Procedures. In  contrast o Theorem 5.2 it is easy to 
prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. Program schemata in Lce(s ) involving one counter and one dpd store 
are strong enough to describe any effective procedure. 
Proof. It is very easy to write a program which either establishes that all 
the elements generated from the input sequence are equal or finds two elements x and y 
which are different. While the first case is not interesting, in the second case one can 
use x and y and simulate two counters and one dpd store in the way described in the 
proof of the cruciality of 5P~,. Q.E.D. 
Also, techniques similar to those used in the proof of 5.2 yield the following. 
THEOREM 5.4. Program schemata in Le=(~2) involving only one dpd store are not 
strong enough for describing every effective procedure. 
Our next result is a positive one. 
THEOREM 5.5. Program schemata ugmented with one cpd store (over a nontrivial 
alphabet) and one dpd store are strong enough for describing any effective proper procedure. 
Proof. Let 2T = Sgv be an effective proper procedure, and let S be an Lce(12) 
program describing it as outlined in the proof of Theorem 4.1. S utilizes a number of 
cpd stores c 1 ,..., c~, based on a pushdown alphabet/1, as well as one dpd store. Most 
of the computation is carried out on q ,..., c k , but at various points we have to call a 
subroutine S o , which executes the instruction "evaluate (the formal expression stored 
in) c~ ." S O is described in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (we may assume that whenever 
a formal expression has to be evaluated, it is always stored in ck and, therefore, we 
need only one subroutine So). We can simulate S by a program S', using one cpd 
store c and one dpd store s in the way outlined below. 
The cpd store c is based on a working alphabet F '  = / 'u  {1, l}, where the letters 
1 and l are not in F(I is a "lid"). As in Minsky's theorem, we simulate c1 .... , ck with 
the help of two counters. One of these is represented by s in the obvious way. The 
second is represented by that part of c which is above the uppermost occurence of 1. 
This part of c contains only l's. While most of the instructions of S now have obvious 
translations into subroutines of S', we still have to explain how to translate the sub- 
routine S o into a subroutine So' of S'. This is done as follows. At the beginning of 
So', c stores/In(i.e., (l, 1, 1 ..... 1) with n occurrences of 1) while s is empty, n is the 
natural number encoding the configuration currently stored in c 1 ,..., ck 9 The sub- 
routine S 0' has three parts. In the first, s is still used as a counter, and the aim is to 
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decode n and store the result of this decoding in c s.t. at the end of this part c stores 
(c1) l (Q) l ' "  l(cn)l (where (ci) is the content of ci as decoded from n) while s 
is empty. To see why this can be done the reader should have in mind the comment we 
made on the proof of Minsky's theorem when showing the "cruciality" or 5~n (prior to 
Theorem 5.2) or, better, have a look at that proof in [6 pp. 98-100]. 
In the second part of the subroutine So' , we remove the upper lid from c and use s 
to evaluate the formal expression stored in ck 9 This is done as in S o . At the end of 
this part, c stores (cl) l "" l(c~_l)l and s stores the value of (ck). We remove this 
value to a location and then go to the third part which uses s again as a counter and 
recodes the contents (Cl),..., (ck_l) into a natural number m. When we are through, 
c stores IIm and s is empty. Q.E.D. 
For the sake of completeness, let's remark that program schemata with one dpd 
store are weaker than the ones with one counter and one dpd store. For, the former 
cannot describe the crucial ~ for g2 ~ {l, r; P} where l, r are unary functions and 
P is a unary predicate (see [1 or 5]) while the latter can. The picture can now be 
summarized as follows. 
no pds < 1 dpds < 1 counter + 1 dpds < 2 dpds ~ 1 cpds + 1 dpds 
= 2 counters + 1 dpds 
and the big open question is Question (5.1). 
6. A SECOND LOOK AT THE DPD STORES 
As revealed by a penetrating discussion in [5] (see also [4, 10]), there are two possible 
reasons why an effective proper procedure 5P could not be described by a program 
schema in L(Q). 
(1) J may involve evaluations of expressions requiring arbitrarily many 
locations for keeping track of partial results. 
(2) 5 z may involve computations which are too long to be performed by a 
program schema in L(~). More specifically, for each m one can find a 
structure ~i and an input d s.t. any program schema in L(~) having not 
more than m instructions will loop, when run on 9~ with input d, before 
being able to check all the information necessary for delivering the right 
answer. 
This is beautifully exemplified by the following recursion schema considered in [5]. 
F(x )= t ( t ~ ( ~Ih,F,lx,F,rx. if P(x), 
[ x otherwise. 
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Theorem 1 of [5] states that R cannot be expressed by a program schema in 
L({1, r, h; P}). Two different proofs are given, the first showing nontranslatability 
because of reason (1) and the second pointing out that reason (2) is also an obstacle for 
the translatability of R. 
To remove obstacle (1), we enrich the programming language by allowing the use 
of at least one dpd store. This supplies the arbitrarily large number of cells necessary 
for evaluating any formal expression. To remove obstacle (2), we allow the use of at 
least two counters. This provides us with additional control capable of preventing 
the computation from looping too early. 
While the first proof of Theorem 1 in [5] actually shows that R is not translatable 
even into a counter-augmented program, it turns out that R can be expressed by a 
program schema augmented with one single dpd store. (This can be done by slightly 
modifying Example VI I I  in the appendix of [12]). In fact, as is proved in [3], every 
recursion schema can be translated into a program schema augmented with one dpd 
store. It appears therefore, that a dpd store is much more than just a device allowing 
evaluations of expressions. One dpd store can, at the same time, store partial results 
of a computation and simulate a control pushdown store. 
It may be of some interest o try to define a device which is good just for keeping 
track of partial results of an evaluation. Such an attempt is made in the sequel. 
We define Le(Q), the language of program schemata ugmented with evaluation 
pushdown (epd) stores. This language has a sequence 1 , e 2 ,..., of epd store symbols 
and allows the following types of instructions, where e is any epd store symbol and u 
is any location symbol. 
k.e: ~ i(e, u) then go to l 
(meaning as in the case of dpd stores) 
k.e: =f i (e )  then go to l 
(where f i ( (x  1 .... , xh)  ) = (x  1 , . . . ,  Xh_m , f i (Xh , Xh_ 1 ,..., Xh_m +l)) if h ) m r . undefined 
otherwise), and 
k.u: = t(e) then go to l 
(the execution of this instruction stores the top of e in the location u and removes all 
the content of e, leaving it empty). 
Evaluation pushdown stores are enough for carrying through the evaluation 
algorithm described in Section 4, and so, any effective proper procedure can be ex- 
pressed by a program schema with two counters and one epd store. On the other hand, 
epd stores are weaker dpd stores and, in fact, the second proof of Theorem 1 in [5] 
shows that R cannot be translated into a program schema ugmented with epd stores. 
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One can even see that program schemata ugmented with one cpd store and any 
number of epd stores are not universal. 
In my opinion, the epd stores deserve further study. A most intriguing problem is 
the following. 
QUESTION 6.1. Can one find a procedure 27 over Mc~ expressible in both Lc(s ) 
and LE(~2), but not expressible in L(~) ? 
Intuitively, if 27 is expressible in Lc(s then reason (1) cannot be an obstacle for 
its translatability into L(~2), and if 27 is expressible inLe(J2), then reason (2) cannot be 
an obstacle either, and one might therefore xpect 27 to be expressible in L(~2). A 
negative answer would, therefore, leave us with the following picture. The program 
schemata lack two "capabilities": the control capability and the evaluation capability. 
The former capability is "faithfully" captured by the cpd stores, while the latter is 
"faithfully" captured by the epd stores. A study of recursions translatable into program 
schemata ugmented with epd stores would then be in order, complementing the one in 
[12] on recursions translatable into counter-augmented program schemata. 
A positive answer to Question 6.1 (which the author would not venture to rule out) 
would be less interesting but may involve an instructive xample. 
The following is an example of a procedure 27 describable in (~2), which is much 
more naturally describable in either Lc(f2 ) or Le(f2 ). Let f2 = {f, g; P, Q}, where f i s  a 
unary function, g a binary one and P, Q are unary relations. Given the input x, the 
output of 27 is defined only if there are at least two positive numbers k such that 
P(fk(x)) is true (fk(x) is the result of k successive applications o f f  on x) and if k and k' 
are the first two such, then k' = k + l with 0 < l ~ k. I f  these conditions are satisfied 
then define r i ,  for 0 ~ i ~ k, by r, = x if -7 Q(f~(x)) and ri = if(x) if Q(fi(x)). 
The output of 27 is then g(.." g(g(rk, 7rk_x), rk_,),..., rk_~). The description of 27 in 
L(O) uses an idea similar to the one of the proof of (3.1) in [4]. 
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